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The paper describes the development of a coastal flooding methodology that is then
applied at a European Scale. Undertaking a European-wide coastal flood mapping
exercise is a complex and challenging task, that is not to be underestimated. There
are well known data gathering and computational challenges that arise when under-
taking studies at this scale. The authors are to be congratulated for their efforts and
achievement.

Authors: We are thankful to the reviewer for the positive comments.

As with all studies of this type it is inevitable there are significant uncertainties associ-
ated with the methodology and results. Presumably the main objective of the analysis,
and perhaps this could be made clearer, is to enable the relative comparison of coastal
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flood risk for different regions in Europe? Hence, care should be taken when interpret-
ing the results, particularly at local scales. Given the necessary methodological limi-
tations it is perhaps worth expanding on those limitations within the text, as discussed
further here. The approach to extreme value modelling that has been adopted involves
the application of what Bruun and Tawn (1998) termed the Structure Variable Method
(SVM). The SVM involves the reduction of the multivariate sea condition to a univariate
distribution, of set-up in this context, thus enabling univariate extreme value methods
to be applied. There are a number of known limitations associated with this approach,
Bruun and Tawn (1998). In areas where the tidal regime is significant, the coastal
flood response is sensitive to the timing of peak wave conditions. Peak wave condi-
tions occurring at low tide versus high tide can mean the difference between severe or
no flooding. The SVM implicitly assumes the distribution of the timing of peak wave
conditions, in relation to the astronomical tide, is explicitly defined within the historical
observations. Or, in other words, the SVM does not explicitly consider the likelihood
that severe storms that, by chance, peaked (in terms of wave height) at low tide, could
occur at high tide. This can lead to an underestimation in the extremes. The other main
limitation of the SVM is extrapolation in the region where the variable itself (set-up in
this case) maybe highly non-linear. The process of extrapolation will not capture these
non-linearities and hence joint probability methods are often employed instead, Bruun
and Tawn (1998), Hawkes et al (2002), Wahl et al (2012) and Gouldby et al (2014), for
example.

Authors: We fully agree with the reviewer that a properly implemented multivari-
ate approach would be more appropriate and all this is discussed in the revised
manuscript (line 342). As mentioned in the revision, one of the main future
aims is to assess impacts from coastal flooding in view of climate change and
for that reason the emphasis was put in developing a non-stationary statistical ap-
proach. Ongoing efforts include a sensitivity analysis of the uncertainty from dif-
ferent parameters and some preliminary results can be found in the following MSc
thesis: http://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3A06e553ce-f491-4bf3-badd-
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58978f4fe7ac?collection=education. Moreover, we are working on a non-stationary,
multivariate approach, but this is not a trivial task given all the different variables in-
volved.

The use of wave-setup as the variable for defining the peak sea condition level is also of
interest. Coastal flooding can occur through processes of wave runup and associated
wave overtopping. i.e. when the dynamic water level far exceeds the still water level
(including setup). So whilst the wave effects have been included in this analysis, this
is only a partial inclusion that does not include the dynamic wave proceeses. It would
have been possible to utilise a wave runup formula, that includes the important variable
of wave period but not necessarily beach slope (for which it is understood there are data
restrictions) , Stockdon et al (2006), for example, to capture the dynamic wave effects.
It would be interesting to understand the rationale for the alternative that was adopted
and perhaps extend the text to include this discussion.

Authors: We agree that wave run up is important and we were tempted to include it in
the analysis, given also the fact that some of the authors have extensive experience on
the topic. We have added a relevant paragraph in the discussion section (line 335) and
the main reasons for not including wave run up are: - Run up elevation is directly re-
lated to the topography for which we don’t have information (as also mentioned by the
reviewer), i.e. dissipative beaches usually come with higher set-up and lower run-up
heights (more energy lost during shoaling/breaking), while the contrary applies to re-
flective beaches. Also not all run up is not relevant for the entire EU coastline, a big part
of which consists of rocks/cliffs. For that reason we found the generic approximation
of wave setup as a suitable generic solution. - swash is a higher frequency process
and the present inundation modeling is focusing on the rare extreme events, which
drive a slow and persistent increase in sea levels. We were not confident about adding
the R2% run up height to the tidal and storm surge elevation, since swash elevation
is fluctuating around the wave setup elevation and R2% is reached only occasionally
during the event. Moreover the period of the swash fluctuations is related to the wave
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frequencies attenuated (or not) along the surf zone, again related to whether the beach
tends to be dissipative or reflective. All the above would make the correct incorporation
of wave run-up a challenge and for that reason using only wave setup was chosen as
a more sound approach.

Data limitations at this scale are well-known and the authors have overcome limita-
tions relating to defence crest level data using a standard of protection (SOP) based
approach that has been widely applied on previous studies. The choice of the 5-year
SOP for areas where no defence information is available warrants further discussion.
Where defences have been constructed these will often have been designed to have
a standard of protection greater than 100 years. Would the methodology not therefore
significantly overestimate flooding in these areas?

Authors: There is a similar comment from referee 1 and the reply is added below:
“The accuracy, detail, and spatial resolution/density of the available information about
coastal protection varies substantially among countries; i.e. for some countries de-
tailed GIS layers are available, while for others little information can be found. This
is a known shortcoming, which has been acknowledged also by the reviewers. As a
result collecting and improving the information on coastal protection has been a con-
stant task during the last years. Along for most urban centers it was possible to have
at least a rough estimate, i.e. from personal communication with national authorities
or the coastal engineering community. The same applies for some countries (e.g. Bel-
gium) for which data were not officially available. Therefore most urban centers have
been considered to be protected by more rare events and the 5-year event has been
considered only at areas along which we had no information and those were mostly
locations with low population density. There, a protection standard even lower than for
the 5-year event is often in place and for that reason we expect that our results could
be even conservative.”
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